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7/97 (H.13.M002) SJ 40406650
CH1 2EF

11-13 NORTHGATE STREET, CHESTER
Ground Penatrating Radar Investigation of 11-13 Northgate Street, Chester
Reynolds Geo-Sciences Ltd. Mold : Reynolds Geo-Sciences Ltd., 2003, 25pp, pls, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: Reynolds Geo-Sciences Ltd.

An interpreted position for the known undercroft area, beneath no. 13 Northgate Street, was provided
using radar data from the eastern end of the premises. Features interpreted as representing beams
supporting the external raised pedestrian walkway were identified east of the modern shop front. A
second area thought to represent the undercroft of No. 11 Northgate Street was identified in the south-
east corner of the premises. It was thought uncertain whether this cellar area extended east beyond the
modern shop front. The entrance to the undercrofts was not positively identified, although investigation
of an interesting bright rectilinear feature had been suggested. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, UD

Congleton

7/98 (H.13.L001) SJ 71306550
CW10 0QF

MIDDLEWICH EASTERN BYPASS
Middlewich Eastern Bypass, Cheshire
Robertson, F Bradford : GSB Prospection, 2003, 37pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: GSB Prospection

A small complex of responses close to New Farm was of clear archaeological interest and formed a
rectangular enclosure with numerous ditches and pits. Linear anomalies and a sinuous response may
have been archaeological in origin. However, the latter was probably a former stream channel.
Throughout the survey, the data contained numerous trends characteristic of ploughing. [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: UD

Crewe and Nantwich

7/99 (H.13.L005) SJ 71005300
CW2 5AA

BASFORD WEST, CREWE
Basford West, Crewe
Gaffney, C F Bradford : GSB Prospection, 2003, 24pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: GSB Prospection

Detailed survey confirmed the findings of the scan and revealed a few anomalies of archaeological
interest. there were some large rea of ferrrous noise, probably from dumping of modern debris. Some
linear and pit-type magnetic anomalies have been identified as possibly beiing of archaeological intrest,
but a large number of anomalies mapped were almost certainly related to agricultural drainage systems.
[Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: UD
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Vale Royal

7/100 (H.13.Q001) SJ 72606600
CW4 7LS

LAND AT KINDERTON LODGE, NEAR MIDDLEWICH, CHESHIRE
Land at Kinderton Lodge, Near Middlewich, Cheshire. Geophysical Survey
Webb, A Morley : Archaeological Services WYAS, 2003, 24pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: Archaeological Services WYAS

A magnetic scanning and detailed gradiometer survey was carried out in advance of a proposed clay
extraction development. The results identified anomalies associated with ridge and furrow activity, and
general linear and pit type features which were interpreted as modern. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO, UD


